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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Statement of the Problem
The purpose of this study was to determine the effective-
ness of forced correction of errors as a technique for develop-
ing control in first-year vocational typewriting. The problem
resolves itself into determining the effects of forced correc-
tion of errors upon (1) gross stroking speed, and (2) control
or accuracy in typewriting.
Justification of the Problem
All typewriting teachers are faced with a two-fold problem,
the simultaneous development of rapid stroking and the develop-
ment of control. Whether the teacher should stress accuracy or
speed first has been the subject of a number of studies, and
the writer does not advocate one approach over another in this
study. However, when accuracy is de-emphasized in the initial
stages of learning as is advocated by proponents of the 3peed
approach, the number of errors per minute for many students may
be exceedingly high throughout the course unless remedial de-
vices and techniques are applied to emphasize control.
Blackstone stated the modern attitude toward accuracy in
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his book.
Recognizing that the beginner’s muscles are
imperfectly controlled as yet, and that he is more
or less confused by the large number of keys to be
struck correctly, the teacher does not criticize
the number of errors that the student makes on the
first attempt, but urges him, if there are too
many errors, to do better next time. • • • Thus
the teacher may be able to lead the student toward
the goal of perfect accuracy without the develop-
ment of fear, discouragement, and failure.^
On the other hand, Blackstone2 stated that although few
teachers require students to type perfect copies of exercises,
many of them still believe in stressing accuracy first. The
students who were studied in this experiment were given in-
struction based upon the philosophy stated first in the fore-
going discussion.
In the present experiment a plan was developed wherein
students in the experimental classes were forced to erase and
correct all errors as they occurred in the timed writings of
the experiment. Although the attitude of teachers toward
erasing has changed greatly in the past twenty years, early
instruction in the use of the eraser in typewriting is a rather
new concept and is not universally accepted. At one time the
eraser was prohibited from the typewriting classroom, and
^•Blacks tone, E. G. and Smith, S. L., Improvement of
Instruction in Typewriting
,
Prentice-Hall, Inc., New York,
1946, pp. 151-2.
2Ibid., pp. 152-3
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3"to be caught with an eraser in one^ possession was as bad.
if not worse, than being caught with cigarettes or intoxicating
liquors ."1
Comparisons of classroom practices with those of modem
business offices reveal a definite inconsistency. In the
office, the eraser is used whenever corrections can be made
neatly and efficiently to save time and prevent waste of valu-
able materials. Under the circumstances the typewriting
teacher cannot justify the practice of prohibiting the use of
the eraser in the classroom; instead he or she should accept
the responsibility for proper instruction in the use of the
tool.
Blackstone 2 reported the results of an experiment in eras-
ing in typewriting classes. Erasing was taught to one group
from the beginning said erasing was required on all work com-
pleted by the students of that class. The other group was
given no instruction in erasing. Although the experiment was
of limited value because of the small number of students In-
volved, the results showed that the erasing group not only
wrote somewhat faster, but also wrote more accurately.
Errors are a natural part of the learning process, and the
use of the eraser In correcting errors as a technique for
emphasizing accuracy can be considered natural rather than
•^•Blackstone, E. G., "An Experiment in Erasing in
Typewriting," Iowa Studies in Education, Volume VIII, No. 3,
pp . 158-9
.
2Ibid., pp. 158-166.
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artificial* By correcting their errors instead of merely
encircling them with a pencil, the students may become increas-
ingly conscious of the value of control as a production factor
in typewriting.
Delimitation of the Problem
In carrying out this research four classes in first-year
vocational typewriting in Gloucester High School, Gloucester,
Massachusetts, were studied. From the 108 students in the four
classes, 30 pairs of students were selected for the experiment.
The vocational typewriting classes met five times a week. Each
class met for the same length of time each day, approximately
45 minutes.
All classes selected for the experiment used the same
classroom, textbooks, typewriters, and instructional materials.
Two of the four classes used, one experimental and one
control, were under the direction of one teacher; the other two
classes were under the direction of two other teachers. All
four of the classes were taught according to the major tenets
of the speed approach.
To insure uniformity in all classes and to aid the
teachers in carrying out the experimental and control procedures,
detailed lesson plans were prepared. Inasmuch as these lesson
plans covered only part of the typewriting period on three days
a week, it was possible for some variance in materials used to
affect the classes. This possible variance was assumed to be
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negligible, since all of the teachers concerned with the study
cooperated fully in carrying out the plan of the experiment.
Gloucester High School uses a modified rotation schedule
of classes. This circumstance tended to further reduce vari-
ability in the conditions between the groups, since both groups
received instruction at different times during the day.
Neither group was subjected to permanent end-of-the-day fatigue
nor early morning lethargy.
Organization of Chapters
Chapter I introduces the problem; Chapter II summarizes
previous work in the field; Chapter III explains in detail the
procedures used in conducting the experiment; Chapter IV treats
and interprets the data; and Chapter V sets forth conclusions
and recommendations based on the data.
(
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Much has been written in regard to the importance of
teaching erasing in typewriting, the importance of developing
control, and the relative merits of various methods of present-
ing instruction in type writing. In the following paragraphs a
brief summary of some of the work of experimenters and
researchers on problems closely related to the writer f s study
will be given.
In 1930, E. G. Blackstone^ reported the results of an
experimental study in erasing in typewriting classes. Two
beginning classes in typewriting at the Experimental High
School of the University of Iowa were studied. The classes
were treated the same in all respects but one; erasing was
taught to one group from the beginning, and erasing was re-
quired on all work completed by the students of that class.
The other group received instruction in the regular manner, and
no instruction was given in this class relative to erasing.
The groups were tested about once a month on Blacks tone Profi-
ciency Tests and charts were developed to show the relative
^•Blackstone, E. G., ”An Experiment in Erasing in
Typewriting,” Iowa Studies in Education, Volume VIII, No. 3.
pp. 158-166.
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growth of the groups. The experiment was concluded at the end
of the first semester, and the conclusions drawn were as foUows
1. The experiment was of limited value due to the
f number of pupils involved.
2. The erasing group was consistently ahead through-
out most of the distribution at the end of the
texm.
3. Not only did the erasing group write somewhat
faster, probably because of their release from
the fear of making errors and not being able to
do anything about it, but they were somewhat
more accurate
•
4. The erasing group were able to complete more
daily lessons by some 30 per cent.t
A justification for the teaching of erasing is given by
George Hossfield. 2
Students should be taught in school how to
make clean and neat erasures instead of causing
them to secure this practical experience at the
expense of an employer. Timed tests in which
erasing is not only permitted, but required should
be part of a regular typewriting instruction course.
In this case, errors should be charged only when
poor erasures are made; there should be no penalty
when an erasure is hardly perceptible.
Leaders in the field of typewriting instruction agree
that erasing should be taught in typewriting classes and that
early use of the eraser in typewriting may be desirable as a
device for improving control.
1Ibid
. , p. 366.
^Hossfield, George L., ”How to Improve the Teaching of
Typewriting,” Journal of Business Education
, November, 1948,
p. 25.
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Typewriting instructors have long been concerned with the
question of the relative weight which should be placed upon
speed and accuracy. Morrison^ completed a study to determine
(a) the relative weights of typewriting errors, and (b) what
errors a letter may contain and still be mailable. The author
assumed that a letter might contain errors and be mailable
after correction, or a letter might contain errors that dis-
qualify it as unmailable. Short business letters of average
importance, representative of best business practice and con-
taining one error were prepared. Twenty-eight errors were
selected as being representative from student straight copy,
student business letters, and office letters. Three hundred
sets of letters were prepared by mimeograph and sent to corre-
spondents and executives who were known to take pride in their
letters. Each scorer was asked to separate the letters into
three piles: mailable, mailable with corrections, and non-
mailable. Conclusions based upon 107 returned sets of letters
showed that typewriting errors differed markedly in seriousness
and that any plan in which all errors are weighted the same is
faulty. This study indicates that students should be taught to
make corrections similar to those they will have to make in the
business office, since many letters are mailable with
correction.
-^-Morrison, Noble B., ”An Evaluation of Typewriting Errors,”
Iowa Studies in Educ ation
.
Volume VIII, No. 3, pp. 153-7.
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Bailey-*- made a study of a similar nature to determine the
relative importance of speed and accuracy. One hundred typists
were rated on a five-point scale by their employers and were
given a 10-minute copying test. Correlations were developed
and the results showed that "according to the opinion of the
employers, very little importance can be based on speed and
accuracy alone as a basis for measuring a typist 1 s ability on
the job." 2
Viola DuFrain^ completed a study to test the practicability
of emphasizing speed before accuracy in elementary typewriting.
Her plan was to develop speed first before accuracy in the
experimental group. After the students had attained an arbi-
trary speed level, their attention was shifted to the obtaining
of an arbitrary degree of accuracy while retaining their high
speed level. Once the students had reached the arbitrary
degree of accuracy, the plan was to have them repeat this cycle
of speed and accuracy emphases, aiming for an arbitrary higher
speed level and, later, for the arbitrary degree of accuracy.
The results of the experimental method were compared with the
results obtained by using a contrasting control method which
-*Bailey, Florence D., "Weighting of Speed and Accuracy in
Typewriting," Iowa Studies in Education, Volume VIII, No. 3,
pp. 149-152.
2Ibid., p. 152.
^DuFrain, Viola, "The Practicability of Emphasizing Speed
Before Accuracy in Elementary Typewriting," Unpublished
Doctor’s Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1944.
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directed the students to aim primarily for accuracy throughout
the course.
The conclusions drawn from this experiment are as follows:
The results of this experiment embody consider-
able evidence in favor of the following tentative
conclusion: Emphasizing speed before accuracy in
elementary typewriting is practicable . This means
that, with reasonably equal motivation, students can
force their speed to the 100-stroke level in contin-
uous writing sooner by attending primarily to speed
rather than primarily to accuracy, even at the begin-
ning of the learning process, and that they can
attain this relatively high speed level in spite of a
relatively high error rate despite the traditional
assumption of slight hesitations associated with
errors. This means that, with reasonably equal
motivation, students can reduce their high error
rates phenomenally in a subsequent emphasis on
accuracy. They can develop techniques whereby they
can force their speed to the 150-stroke level in a
second emphasis on speed and can reduce their high
error rate in a second emphasis on accuracy. It
means that they can gain a superior speed rate
during the speed onphasis and maintain this rate
during the subsequent accuracy emphasis, compared
to students who emphasize accuracy from the start
and write with a low error rate and a gradually
increasing speed . *
In order to determine the relation of mental ability to
learning to typewrite, Bradford^ made an investigation involv-
ing 279 typewriting students of Fresno California High School.
She made a correlation of the tendency to make errors in type-
writing with scores on the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability,
and got results of -.01 *.03. Bradford concluded that it was
not justifiable to say that we cannot produce efficient typists
1Ibid., p. 84.
2Bradford, Lilah C., "Does Typing Ability Depend on
Mentality or Dexterity?", Journal of Business Education.
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because students rate low in mental ability.
However, Blackstone^ reported in the summary of research
in typewriting that although scores on intelligence tests do
not indicate ability to manipulate the keys, there is some
evidence that such scores do indicate some other things such as
ability to arrange material, plan tabulations, and type rough
draft material.
To determine the effectiveness of using the thousand most
common words in special drills in typewriting instruction,
o
Green conducted an experiment, using two beginning classes in
typewriting. The variable factor was that one class drilled
on words selected from Horn's list of the 1000 most commonly
used words while the other class drilled on difficult letter
combinations and infrequently used words. Green concluded that
sufficient practice is gained on the common words in test and
regular lesson work to automatize these words.
In another experimental study, Lundquest^ measured the
effect of finger gymnastics on stroking speed in typewriting.
In all groups in which comparisons were made students using
^Blackstone, E. G., "Summary of Research in Typewriting,"
National Business Education Quarterly, Volume VIII, No. 3,
Spring, 1940, p. 4Z~.
^Green, Harold H., "The Relative Effectiveness of the
Thousand Commonest Words in the Teaching of Typewriting,"
Iowa S tudi e
s
in Education
,
Volume VIII, No. 3, pp. 166-178.
^Lundquest, C. H., "A Study to Determine the Effect of
Finger Gymnastics upon Attainment in Typewriting," Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburg, 1939,
p. 38.
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1finger gymnastics were found to be writing at higher speeds
than students who were not using finger gymnastic exercises,
but not to a significant degree.
To determine the effect of introducing English elements
into warm-up, rhythm sentences and paragraphs, Brownl used
sixteen matched pairs of students. Measurements were taken to
determine speed and accuracy on straight copy, dictation, and
composition tests. Results showed no significant difference
between the scores of the groups relative to speed and accuracy
but the experimental group was slightly favored in composition
tests. In the accuracy of language usage, differences of
improvement favored the experimental group but were not
significant.
Hicks 2 found that a speed building program based upon the
use of materials for calling- the-throw drills, selected-goal
typing, and timed writings has definite value for increasing
typewriting speed. Practice periods of one, two, and three
minutes stimulated students to do their best work, and greater
writing efficiency was achieved by students who practiced in
this manner than by those who practiced for longer periods of
time and had no relaxation period.
^Brown, Jean R., "An Experimental Study to Compare the
Relative Merits of Two Methods of Teaching Typewriting,”
Unpublished Master 1 s Thesis, University of Michigan, 1940.
2Hicks, Elner B., "A Study to Determine the Effects of
Speed-Building Exercises of One, Two, and Three Minutes upon
Achievement in First-Year Typewriting,” Unpublished Master's
Thesis, State Teachers College, Pittsburg, Kansas, 1943.
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Each of the studies summarized in the foregoing paragraphs
has contributed to the improvement of instruction in type-
writing, By determining the effectiveness of forced correction
of errors as a technique for improving control in first-year
typewriting, the writer hopes to provide data which will be of
value in improving instructional practices.
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURES FOLLOWED IN CONDUCTING THE EXEERIMENT
In conducting this study to determine the effect of forced
correction of errors on speed and control in first-year type-
writing, the following procedures were employed:
1. A survey was made of theses, books, monographs, and
periodicals to provide a background for conducting the study.
2. Arrangements were made with the proper authorities in
the school department at Gloucester, Massachusetts, for using
four Typewriting I classes in the high school for the study.
3. A plan for conducting the study was prepared to
determine the scope and the procedures of the experiment.
4. A pretest, consisting of three five-minute timed
writings, was given to the groups selected to provide type-
writing scores for pairing students and to determine speed and
accuracy scores of the pairs at the beginning of the experiment
5. Data relative to English grades, age, and sex of the
students were taken from the school’s permanent records and
were used with the pretest scores in determining pairs and
equating the groups ,
6. Lesson plans to cover a six-week period were prepared
for the teaching of erasing and for the administration of the
timed writings; these specific lesson plans tended to reduce
the variability which may have resulted from having three
-
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teachers participate in the study.
7. For a six-week period, students of the experimental
group were given three five-minute timed writings each week in
which erasing and correction of errors was required. Speed and
accuracy scores from each student* s best paper of each week
were recorded, and the group* s mean score for each week com-
puted. The balance of the instruction and practice for the
expeii mental period was composed of regular lesson work taken
from Gregg Typing .^
8. For a six-week period, students of the control group
were given three five-minute timed writings each week in which
erasing was prohibited. Speed and accuracy scores from each
student *s best paper of each week were recorded, and the group’s
mean score for each week computed. The balance of the instruc-
tion and practice for the experimental period was composed of
regular lesson work taken from Gregg Typing .
9. A test was administered in the seventh week to provide
scores representing achievement in speed and control at the
conclusion of the experimental period.
10. Tables were prepared and the data from the study were
analyzed and interpreted to determine the significance of the
differences in achievement of the two groups.
11. Conclusions and recommendations were prepared based
on the data derived from the experiment.
^oRelle, R., et al., Gregg Typing
, Second Edition, The
Gregg Publishing Company, New York, 1938.
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The Plan of the Experiment
The pretest . One week before the experiment was started
a pretest in typewriting was given to all students to determine
their initial speed and accuracy scares. These scores were
used in pairing students and in comparing beginning and ending
scores. The pretest consisted of three five-minute timed writ-
ings on the Gregg Competent Typist Copy of December, 1946.
Scores from the best of the three writings were taken for each
individual. These scores were used in the preliminary and
final pairings of students.
Factors used in pairing students and equating groups
Preliminary pairs of students were made on the bases of pretest
typewriting scores, and English grades, chronological age, and
sex. This preliminary pairing of students enabled the writer
to separate the students into control and experimental groups;
two classes were included in each group.
At the beginning of the study, 52 students were in the
control group classes and 56 were in the experimental group
classes. Under perfect conditions this would have allowed 52
matched pairs. The preliminary analysis showed that a maximum
of 40 pairs was possible; 12 pairs were lost immediately be-
cause of incomplete data on the students, absence during the
pretest, or because previous instruction in typewriting had
been given the students.
From the 40 pairs of students selected in the preliminary
analysis of matching factors, 30 pairs were finally chosen.
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All atypical cases were eliminated. Included in this classifi-
cation were students who had received typewriting instruction
prior to this school year, and those who had missed more than
one class period during the experimental period. At the end of
the experimental period, therefore, 30 pairs of students re-
mained, and their progress was analyzed.
Final pairings were determined on the basis of the follow-
ing factors: (1) typewriting scores, including gross words per
minute, net words per minute, and per cent of error as found by
dividing the total errors by the gross strokes, on the best of
the timed writings of the pretest; (2) English grades, (3)
chronological age, and (4) sex. Primary consideration was
given to initial typewriting scores.
Table I shows the final pairings of students on the basis
of the pretest typewriting scores. The means for the experi-
mental and control groups are as follows: gross words per
minute, 28.6, experimental, and 28.8, control; net words per
minute, 18.0, experimental, and 17.8, control; number of errors,
5.3, experimental, and 5.6, control; and per cent of error,
.755, experimental, and .815, control. A comparison and brief
analysis of the means of the two groups on the above-listed
factors shows extremely small differences, and such differences
as do exist are due to pure chance.
Table II shows final pairings of students on the basis of
English grades, chronological age, and sex. English grades as
shown in the table are the averages of all English grades for
each student up to the beginning of the experiment.
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TABLE I
PAIRINGS OF STUDENTS ON PRETEST TYPEWRITING SCORES
GWPM NWPM No • of Errors % of Error
Student C X C X C X C X
1. 48 48 42 40 3 4 .26 .33
2. 38 37 34 31 2 3 .21 .32
3. 38 37 32 31 3 3 .32 .32
4. 37 31 19 25 9 3 .96 .38
5. 36 34 14 12 11 11 1.22 1.29
6 • 35 32 27 28 4 2 .45 .25
7. 34 33 26 25 4 4 .47 .48
8. 31 31 28 25 2 3 .26 .38
9. 31 30 21 22 5 4 .64 .54
10. 31 30 15 14 8 8 1.02 1.05
11. 30 32 20 24 5 4 .67 .50
12. 30 28 20 24 -5 2 .67 .28
13. 29 28 17 18 6 5 .82 .71
14. 29 27 15 11 7 8 .96 1.20
15. 29 30 11 8 9 11 1.25 1.44
16. 28 28 10 12 9 8 1.28 1.16
17. 28 27 6 9 11 9 1.55 1.35
18. 28 32 2 2 13 15 1.87 1.90
19. 27 26 15 14 6 6 .91 .92
20. 25 26 21 22 2 2 .31 .31
21. 25 25 21 25 2 0 .32 .00
22. 25 27 19 18 3 4 .47 .62
23. 25 25 13 13 6 6 .94 .94
24. 24 23 16 17 4 3 .66 .52
23. 24 22 12 8 6 7 1.02 1.26
26. 23 25 9 9 6 8 1.21 1.25
27. 22 22 6 12 8 5 1.47 .91
28. 21 23 13 13 4 5 .75 .86
29. 21 22 11 14 5 4 .95 .73
30. 19 21 17 17 1 2 .22 .37
Means 28.8 28.6 17.8
•
•
COH 0 5.6 5.3 .815 .755
cr's 6.4 5.6 8.6 7. 8 2.9 3.3 .465 .453
Diff . .2 • 2 .3 .060

TABLE II
PAIRINGS OF STUDENTS ON THE BASES OF
ENGLISH GRADES, AGE, AND SEX
Student
Eng.
C
Grades
X
Chron. Age
C X
Sex
C X
1 . 86 83 15- 8 15- 2 F F
2. 90 83 15- 0 15- 8 F F
3. 83 76 15- 7 15- 9 F F
4. 79 77 18- 2 15- 1 M M
5. 80 73 15- 8 15- 2 F F
6. 82 66 15- 1 17- 1 F F
7. 79 76 15- 5 15-10 F F
8. 83 77 16- 0 15- 9 F F
9. 77 73 15- 4 15- 6 F F
10. 74 73 15- 5 15-10 F F
11. 73 77 15- 7 15-10 F F
12. 72 71 15- 9 16-10 F F
13. 87 74 16- 1 15- 0 F F
14. 78 77 17- 0 16- 0 F F
15. 80 71 15- 6 15-10 F F
16. 83 74 16- 1 16- 8 M M
17. 83 75 16- 0 15- 8 F F
18. 78 78 15- 6 15- 9 F F
19. 70 74 17- 0 14-10 F F
20. 73 75 18- 1 16- 0 F F
21. 70 75 15-10 16- 4 F F
22. 69 83 15- 9 15-10 F F
23. 74 75 15- 3 15- 7 F F
24. 68 71 15- 7 15-11 F F
25. 79 70 16- 5 16- 7 M M
26. 70 76 16- 5 15- 7 F F
27. 67 78 15- 7 15-10 F F
28. 75 74 17- 7 15- 6 F F
29. 68 71 16- 2 17- 1 M M
30. 73 78 16- 9 15- 9 F F
Mean
Diff
.
76.1
1.0
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Chronological ages are computed to the nearest half month at
the beginning of the experimental period. Examination of the
means of the groups reveals little difference for English
grades or chronological age. The mean of the English grades of
the experimental group is 75. 1, while that of the control group
is 76.1. The mean of the chronological ages of the experi-
mental group is 15 years 10 months, while that of the control
group is 16 years. In each group there are four boys and they
are paired boy for boy, as is shown in Table II.
Conducting the expe riment . The purpose of this experiment
was carefully explained to both groups in order that maximum
effort would be put forth.
Before any timed writings of the experimental period were
administered, the experimental group was given a lesson in
1
erasing, according to a specific lesson plan. This lesson was
repeated at the beginning of the second week of the experimen-
tal period.
At the time the first lesson In erasing was taught, stu-
dents in the experimental group were instructed In the proce-
dure which would be followed in scoring timed writings. Stu-
dents were instructed to stop and correct each error when it
occurred in each timed writing during the entire experimental
period. Theoretically, each student in the experimental group
would have a perfect paper at each timed writing, since there
would be no uncorrected errors. In order to insure that
^See Appendix for copy of Lesson Plan A.
(i
corrections would be made as directed, the experimental group
was told that for each uncorrected error there would be a de-
duction of 50 words from the final score. 1 This penalty was
five times as severe as that used by the control group.
Although this method of scoring was followed on papers returned
to the students, all scoring done by the writer for the purpose
of comparison in this study was in accordance with the Inter-
national Typewriting Contest Rules.
Timed writings were administered to the control group
according to Lesson Plan B.^ Following a warm-up peii od the
timed writings were administered. No erasing was permitted,
and at the end of each writing, students were instructed to
encircle errors and compute the following scores: gross
strokes, gross words, gross words per minute, total errors, net
words, and net words per minute. Scoring done by the students
of the control group was according to the International Type-
writing Contest Rules.
At the end of each week all timed writings were carefully
proofread and re-scored whenever necessary by the writer.
Papers were then returned to the teachers, and before any other
timed writings were administered, individual conferences were
held to point out difficulties and to suggest ways for improv-
ing scores.
^-Blacks tone used a 50-word deduction in "An Experiment in
Erasing in Typewriting," Iowa Studies in Education
,
Volume VUI,
No. 3, pp. 158-166.
'See >r copy of Lesson Plan B<
Boston University
School of EducauotL
^ Library
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Material used as copy for the timed writings was the Gregg
Competent Typist Copy for the months of December, 1946 , January,
1944
,
and February, 1947 . The syllabic intensity of these
copies averaged 1 . 4 . The December copy was used for pretest-
ing, for the first two weeks, and for final testing. The other
copy materials were used for the second and third two-week
periods •
Final test . At the end of the experimental period a final
test, consisting of three five-minute timed writings, wa3 ad-
ministered. No erasing was permitted in either the control or
the experimental g roup in these writings. Scores were taken
from the best of the three papers for each of the paired stu-
dents. These scores were used in determining achievement in
speed and control, and in comparing with beginning scores to
determine the amount of gain.
Analysis of the data . Means of the final scores of each
group were computed. The mean differences in gross speed, net
speed, number of errors, and per cent of error were found, and
critical ratios of the differences were computed to determine
the significance of the differences in mean scores.
Conclusions and recommendations were prepared based on the
findings of the experiment.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
The data of this experiment consist of stroke and error
scores of 60 first-year typewriting students in two control and
two experimental classes* The main data consist of the begin-
ning and ending mean scores of the groups. Only in the pretest
and the final test were the five-minute timed writings admin-
istered on the same basis. The stroke and error scores were
computed in terms of gross words per minute and net words per
minute in accordance with the International Typewriting Contest
Rules. In addition to figuring net words per minute, error
scores were computed in terms of the mean number of errors per
group and in terms of the per cent of error, based on the mean
number of word errors per 100 strokes.
Mean scores for each week, shown in Figures 1-4, were
found by selecting each student* s best paper of the three five-
minute timed writings administered during each week and comput-
ing the mean scores.
The differences of the mean stroke and error scores of the
control and experimental groups were studied to determine the
effect of forced correction of errors on stroking speed and
control. In order for differences between mean scores of the
two groups to be interpreted as significant, those differences
must yield critical ratios of 3 or better.
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Analysis of the Growth Curves
Inasmuch as the scores of the groups were not directly
comparable except in the pretest and the final test, the curves
of growth cannot be justifiably compared, except as a matter of
interest. If the penalty of ten words per error, as set forth
in the International Typewriting Contest Rules, were assumed to
be correct, the mean net words per minute curves might be com-
pared. However, the standard deduction of ten words per error
does not take into account the speed of the typist nor the type
of error.
Gross words per minute . The mean gross words per minute
curve of the control group, as presented in Figure 1, starts at
28.8, rises steadily through the experimental period, and ends
at 35.9. The mean gross words per minute curve of the experi-
mental group starts at 28.6, drops sharply during the first
week, rises and dips alternately in weeks two through six, and
ends at 33.5. The number of strokes or words typed by the ex-
perimental group decreases sharply in the first week and remains
below the number typed by the control group during the experi-
mental period. The alternate rises end dips of the curve of the
experimental group may have resulted from difficulties of the
students in adjusting to new copy and in getting used to the
erasing procedures.
Number of errors . The mean number of errors curves are
shown in Figure 2. The mean number of errors curve of the con-
trol group reveals a slight drop in the second week and in the
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final test. Familiarity of copy material may have been the
cause, since the same copy material was used in the pretest,
the first two-week period, and the final test. The curve
starts at 5.6 and ends at 5.9. The mean number of errors curve
of the experimental group starts at 5.3 and drops sharply to
approximately 1 where it remains throughout the entire six-week
period. The curve ends at 4.5. The sharp drop in the number
of errors made by the experimental group is due to the fact
that all students were forced to make corrections when needed.
The sharp rise in the curve in the final week is due to the
fact that the group was not permitted to correct errors in the
timed writings of the final test.
Per cent of error . The mean per cent of error curve of
the control group, presented in Figure 3, is similar to the
curve for the mean number of errors; it drops in the second
week and in the final test. The curve starts at .815 and ends
at .700. The mean per cent of error curve of the experimental
group is similar to the number of errors curve of that group.
The curve starts at .755 and ends at .540.
Net words per minute . Although the use of net words per
minute is recognized to be an inconsistent measure and of lim-
ited value in the comparing of group scores, the net words per
minute curves are presented in Figure 4 as a matter of interest
for teachers. The mean net words per minute curve of the con-
trol group starts at 17.8, rises sharply in the second week,
drops slightly, then rises slowly to a final mean score of 24.1
The sharp rise in the second week and the final test may have
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FIGURE 1
MEAN GROSS WORDS PER MINUTE SCORES CF TWO GROUPS
IN FIRST-YEAR VOCATIONAL TYPEWRITING
Words per
minute
Pretest 12345
Weeks
6 Final
test
Control group
Experimental group
Note: The gross words per minute scores of the
experimental group in weeks 1-6 are much lower
than those of the control group because students
of the experimental group were forced to correct
their errors.
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FIGURE 2
MEAN NUMBER OF ERRORS SCORES OF TWO GROUPS
IN FIRST -YEAR VOCATIONAL TYPEWRITING
Number of
Pretest 12345
Weeks
6 Final
test
Control group
Experimental group
Note: The mean number of errors scores for the
experimental group in weeks 1-6 are much
lower than those for the control group
because students of the experimental
group were forced to correct their errors.

FIGURE 3
MEAN PER GENT OF ERROR SCORES OF TWO GROUPS
IN FIRST-YEAR VOCATIONAL TYPEWRITING
Per cent
Pretest 12345 6 Final
test
7/ e e k s
Control group
Experimental group
Note: The mean per cent of error scores of the
experimental group for weeks 1-6 are much
lower than those of the control group
because students of the experimental
group were forced to correct their errors.
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FIGURE 4
MEAN NET WORDS FER MINUTE SCORES OF TWO GROUPS
IN FIRST-YEAR VOCATIONAL TYPEWRITING
Words per
Pretest 12345
Weeks
6 Final
test
Control group
Experimental group
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been the result of practice, since the same copy material was
used as a pretest, in the first two-week period, and as a final
test* The mean net words per minute curve of the experimental
group starts at 18, rises sharply in the second week, dips and
rises in weeks three through six, and ends at 24.5. Loss in
speed in the odd weeks suggests difficulties in adjusting to
new copy.
Comparison of Mean Gains
Gross words per minute . The control group started at 28.3
gross words per minute and ended at 35.9, revealing a mean gain
of 7*1. The experimental group started at 28.6 gross words per
minute and ended at 33.5, showing a mean gain of 4.9. Compari-
son of the mean gains of the groups in terms of gross words per
minute shows a difference of 2.2 in favor of the control group.
This difference is not considered to be significant.
Number of errors . The control group started with a mean
number of errors of 5.6 and ended with 5.9. The difference
bety/een the beginning and ending means, ,3, shows a small loss
in control. The experimental group started with a mean number
of errors of 5.3 and ended with 4.5. The difference between
the beginning and ending means,
.8, represents a small gain in
control. The difference between the mean gains of the two
groups is 1.1 in favor of the experimental group, and is not a
significant difference.
Per cent of error . The per cent of error was found by
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TABLE III
DIFFERENCES IN THE MEAN SCORES OF TWO GROUPS
IN FIRST-YEAR VOCATIONAL TYPEWRITING
Unit of
Score
Beginning
Score
Ending
Score
Mean
Gain
Difference in
Mean Gain
GWPM
Experimental 28.6 33.5 4.9
Control 28.8 35.9 7.1 2.2
NWPM
Experimental 18.0 24.5 6.5 .2
Control IV.
8
24.1 6.3
No. of Errors
Experimental 5.3 4.5 .8 1.1*
Control 5.6 5.9 -.3
% of Error
Experimental .755 .540 .215 1.0
Control .815 .700 .115
* Interpreted plus because the gain is actually a reduction in
the number of errors.
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dividing the total number of errors of each timed writing by
the number of hundreds of gross strokes typed. The control
group started at a mean per cent of error of .815 and ended at
.700. The difference shows a mean gain of .115. Although the
control group showed a loss in control in terms of the mean
number of errors, in terms of the per cent of error, a measure
which takes into account the number of strokes typed, the con-
trol group showed a slight gain in control.
The experimental group started with a mean per cent of
error of .755 and ended with .540, showing a gain of .215. The
difference in the mean gains of the groups in terms of per cent
of error was found to be 1.0 in favor of the experimental groups
not a significant difference.
Net words per minute . The control group started at 17.8
net words per minute and ended at 24.1, revealing a mean gain
of 6.3. The experimental group started at 18 and ended at 24.5
showing a mean gain of 6.5. The difference in mean gains was
.2 in favor of the experimental group. This difference is not
significant.
Analysis of Pinal Mean Scores
Gross wards per minute . The differences of the final mean
scores of the two groups are presented in Table IV. The mean
gross words per minute of the control group in the final test
was 35.9, and of the experimental group, 33.5, revealing a
difference of 2.4. The critical ratio for this difference was
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TABLE IV
PAIRINGS OF STUDENTS ON FINAL TYPEWRITING SCORES
GWPM NWPM No . of Errors % of Error
Student C X C X C X C X
1. 54 50 50 34 2 8 .15 .64
2. 44 39 40 29 2 5 .18 .51
3. 45 40 45 34 0 3 .00 .30
4. 43 35 33 31 5 2 .47 .23
5. 30 33 18 21 6 6 .81 .72
6 • 48 37 40 31 4 3 .33 .33
7. 39 42 37 36 1 3 .10 .29
8. 35 38 23 36 6 1 .70 .11
9. 39 38 31 30 4 4 .41 .42
10. 41 36 31 26 5 5 .49 .55
11. 36 36 30 30 3 3 .34 .34
12. 34 32 24 28 5 2 .60 .25
13. 39 30 11 22 14 4 1.44 .53
14. 34 29 22 27 6 1 .70 .14
15. 35 36 27 18 4 9 .46 .99
16. 30 34 26 24 2 5 .27 .59
17. 35 29 17 21 9 4 1.02 .56
18. 34 34 22 14 6 10 .70 1.19
19. 39 30 9 22 15 4 1.55 .54
20. 32 31 20 31 6 0 .75 .00
21. 34 31 26 21 4 5 .47 .65
22. 30 34 20 20 5 7 •66 .82
23. 30 28 26 16 2 6 .27 .85
24. 33 28 9 24 12 2 1.47 .29
25. 31 25 17 11 7 7 .91 1.10
26. 38 32 8 24 15 4 1.60 .50
27. 32 29 16 29 8 0 1.00 .00
28. 29 34 21 28 4 3 .55 .35
29. 30 33 18 0 6 17 .81 2.02
•oto 22 25 4 21 9 2 1.64 .31
Means 35.9 33.5 24.1 to • 5 5.9 4.5 .70 .54
cr
’ 3 6.5 5.4 10.8 7. 5 3.8 3.4 .46 • to
Diff
.
2.4 • 4 1.4* .16*
CR 1.6 • 17 1.50 1.416
* deduction In the number of errors or the per cent of error
is in favor of the experimental group.

found to be 1.6, in favor of the control group. Forced correc-
tion of errors had a slightly negative effect upon the final
gross stroking speed of the experimental group, but the differ-
ence in the means was not a significant one.
In terms of gross stroking speed, the results of this
experiment were in agreement with the findings of the DuFrain'
1'
study, since students who worked under an accuracy emphasis had
lower stroking speeds in typewriting on continuous material.
2
In the study reported by Blacks tone, however, students of the
erasing group were found to have higher stroking speeds.
Number of errors . The mean number of errors for the con-
trol group was 5.9, and for the experimental group, 4.5. The
difference between the means was 1.4. The critical ratio for
the difference between the means was found to be 1.50, in favor
of the experimental group. This difference was considered not
significant.
Per cent of error
.
The mean per cent of error for the
control group was .700, and for the experimental group, .540.
The difference, .16, in favor of the experimental group,
yielded a critical ratio of 1.416, and was not significant.
^DuFrain, Viola, "The Practicability of Emphasizing Speed
Before Accuracy in Elementary Typewriting," Unpublished
Doctor's Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1944.
2Blackstone, E. G., "An Experiment in Erasing in
Typewriting," Iowa Studies In Education
,
Volume VIII, No. 3,
pp. 158-166.
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Net words per minute . The mean net words per minute for
the control group was 24.1, and for the experimental group,
24.5. The difference between the means was
.4, in favor of the
experimental group. The critical ratio of this difference was
•17; the difference was not significant.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The data of this experiment in which forced correction of
errors was applied and evaluated as a technique for improving
control in first-year vocational typewriting reveal the
following:
1. During the six-week experimental period, the students
in the control group made greater achievement in gross stroking
speed than did the students in the experimental group who cor-
rected their errors, hut the difference in achievement was
negligible
•
2. Students in the experimental group made greater gains
than students in the. control group in reducing the number of
errors made in five -minute timed writings on continuous materi-
al, but the difference in achievement was not significant,
3. Students in the experimental group made greater gains
than students in the control group in reducing the per cent of
error in five-minute timed writings on continuous material, but
not to a significant degree.
4. Students in the experimental group made greater
achievement than students in the control group in terms of net
words per minute on five-minute timed writings on continuous
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material, but the difference in achievement was not significant*
Conclusions
* f . . .. . i • *<• I : V
The purpose Of this experiment was to determine the effect
of forced correction of errors upon (1) gross stroking speed,
and (2) control or accuracy in typewriting. Analysis of the
data points to the following tentative conclusions:
1, The forced correction of errors had no significant
effect upon the gross stroking speed of the students, although
the control group was slightly favored.
V * :
# ' * % J
2, Although the experimental group was slightly favored,
no significant effect upon the accuracy or per cent of error
in type ?/riting was revealed as a result of forced correction
of errors.
The interpretation which can be placed upon the results of
this experiment is limited by the number of students involved
- “'*‘V • •
,
'
in the study.
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Recomraendations
,
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The following recommendations for further investigation
v
of forced correction of errors as a technique for improving
V i'*
control in typewriting are made as an outgrowth of this study:
1. Forced correction of errors should be applied in situ-
aticns different from the one outlined in this experiment, such
.
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as in personal use typewriting classes and advanced typewriting
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2. The effectiveness of forced correction of errors as a
technique for improving control should be investigated where
alternating drives of forced correction of errors are planned.
3. Forced correction of errors should be investigated as
a remedial device in individual and class situations.
4. The plan of this experiment should be repeated with
slight modifications. More students should be included than in
the present study, and some provision should be made for peri-
odic measurement which would provide data for comparative
growth curves of the groups
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APPENDIX
it
PLAN A
EXPERIMENTAL
Lesson Plan for Teaching Erasing
1. Explanation by the teacher of:
a. Why it is important to learn how to erase correctly,
b. Why we shall use erasers in five-minute timed writings
for the next six weeks
.
c. Failure to correct errors in the five-minute timed
writings will be severely penalized. Instead of the
usual 10-word deduction per error, a 50-word deduction
will be used,
2. Erasers should be passed out to students,
3. Teacher demonstration . Print the letters ” erader” on
the blackboard, then tell the class that this should have been
printed "erase r.” Using the blackboard eraser as you
would a typewriter eraser, demonstrate the correct motion for
erasing the incorrect letter. Demonstrate the procedure for
erasing several letters.
4. Teacher demonstration . Move to the demonstration typewriter
and type the same letters as were printed on the blackboard.
Demonstrate the whole correcting technique, emphasizing that
there are three steps in the procedure:
(1) Move the carriage to left or right and raise the paper.
(2) Erase carefully with the correct motion and brush away
erasures •
(3) Return the carriage and lower paper to proper printing
point and continue typewriting.
.
5. Briefly repeat step #4, emphasizing the 1, 2, 3.
6. Class practice . Teacher will direct class to insert paper and
type "e r a d e r" . Teacher, still at demonstration machine,
leads class through the steps outlined above. Class will
correct wrong letter "d" and substitute "s".
7. Repeat the class activity using the word "plastic." Change
any letter. Call off the steps, emphasizing the 1, 2, 3.
8. Administer three one-minute timed writings on any material,
and direct students to stop and correct any errors they may
make. During this activity the teacher can move about the
class making suggestions and observations.
9. This lesson should be repeated at the end of one week to
review correct erasing techniques.
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PLAN A
EXPERIMENTAL
Lesson Plan for Five-Minute Timed Writings
13
Activity
(with erasing)
Di rections
1. Warm-up ,
a;sldkf jghf jdksla;
aqaza ;p;/; (etc.)
abcdef • • • zyxwvu
Drill sentence.
2. Flash drills .
(sample copies at end
of appendix)
1. This activity should take place
automatically, without specific
directions, and will be completed
approximately one minute after
the bell signaling the start of
the class.
3. Fingering drills . 3.
(sample copies at end
of appendix)
4. Erasi ng Instructions . 4.
2. Each person will have a copy of
these drills. Directions are:
a. Teacher will dictate the
first word; students will
type the word as many times
as possible before teacher
dictates next word.
b. Procedure is the same until
a dotted line is reached,
indicating a phrase. Teacher
will then dictate a phrase;
class will type the entire
phrase until the next single
word is given, or the drill
completed.
Teacher will dictate each word;
students will type each word
as many times as possible until
a new word is dictated, or the
drill completed.
Teacher will give the following
instructions to the class:
a. Remember, you must stop and
correct each error you make.
b. The steps in making a cor-
rection are (1) move the
carriage and raise the paper,
(2) erase carefully, and (3)
return to printing point and
continue to type.
5. Timing
. 5.
(5 minutes)
6. Correcting and scoring
. 6.
Teacher will instruct students to
prepare for a timed writing. When
all are ready, start the writing;
bell on timer will signal end of
writing.
Students will proofread their
copies carefully, encircle each
word containing an error and compute
scores
.
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PLAN B
CONTROL
44
Lesson Plan for Five -Minute Timed Writings
(no erasing)
Activity
1 • V/arm-up • 1 •
a;sldkf jghf jdksla;
aqaza ;p ;/; (etc.)
abcdef . . . zyxwvu
Drill sentence.
2.
Flash drills . 2.
(sample copies at
end of appendix)
3. Fingering drills . 3.
(sample copies at
end of appendix)
4. Timing . 4.
( 5 minutes)
5. Correcting and scoring . 5.
ft
Di recti ons
This activity should take place
automatically, without specific
directions, and will be completed
approximately one minute after
the bell signaling the start of
the class.
Each person will have a copy of
these drills. Directions are:
a. Teacher will dictate the
first word; students will
type the word as many times
as possible before teacher
dictates next word.
b. Procedure is the same until
a dotted line is reached,
indicating a phrase. Teacher
will then dictate a phrase;
class will type the entire
phrase until the next single
word is given, or the drill
completed.
Teacher will dictate each word;
students will type each word
as many times as possible until
a new word is dictated, or the
drill completed.
Teacher will instruct students to
prepare for a timed writing.
When all are ready, start the
writing; bell on timer will signal
end of writing.
Students will proofread their
copies carefully, encircle each
word containing an error, and
get the following scores: gross
strokes, gross words, total errors,
net words, net words per minute.
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FLASH AND FINGERING DRILLS FOR COPY £L 45
Flash Drill Fingering Drill
which essentials
must
be .... • which must be salesmanship
and important
they
are .... • and they are vocation
Is whatever
toy
far .... . is by far interested
we success
have
a .... . we have a expression
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should
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and observing
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we practicing
can
be .... • and that we can be ability
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the
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FLASH AND FI NGERING DRILLS FOR COPY #2
Flash Drill Fingering Drill
was imaginative
just
about was just about beauty
He poetic
was
too He was too pomegranate
and uncle
he
said and he said Armenian
in desolation
the
most • • • • .in the most fountains
out magnificent
of
the ' glorious
earth out of the earth
worthless
shall
come overrun
into
being shall come into being prairie
as squirrels
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Flash Drill Fingering Drill
most depression
of
you Mont ana
were most of you were
college
but
it interfere
was but it was
timekeeper
I
hope construction
that I hope that
considered
could
come standpoint
to could come to
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at
the experiences
time at the time
seriously
that
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going that was going
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ever before it ever
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DECEMBER, 1946
Competent Typist Test
Use double spacing in typing this test
(To find the gross number of words you write , divide gross number of strokes by 5 / then deduct ten
words for each error to get net words written. Divide this by 10 to determine the net words per minute
.
The number of strokes is indicated at the end of each line in order to facilitate counting the gross
number of strokes written.)
Strokes
There are three essentials which must be considered 52
in deciding on salesmanship or any other vocation, and 107
they are taste, talent, and training. The first is by far 166
the most important of these essentials, for whatever 219
we have a taste for we will be interested in, and success 277
comes from loving our work. 306
However, it should be borne in mind that human na- 355
ture, especially in youth, is plastic, and that we can l?e 413
molded by others, or we can mold ourselves. By proper 468
training, which means the right kind of reading, observ- 523
ing and listening, and rights practicing, we can develop 579
our taste and ability so as to become good in our work. 636
The basic requirements for successful salesmanship 687
are good health, a cheerful disposition, courtesy, tact, 744
resourcefulness, facility of expression, honesty, a firm 801
and unshakeable confidence in one’s self, a thorough 854
knowledge of and confidence in the goods one is selling, 911
and ability to close the sale. True cordiality of manner 969
must be reinforced by intelligence and by a ready com- 1022
mand of information in regard to the matters in hand. 1077
It will be seen that all these things make the man as 1131
well as the salesman—when coupled with sincerity and 1185
highmindedness, they cannot help but bring success in 1239
any career. 1252
Fortunate is the young man who has received the 1300
right kind of business training. No matter what his 1353
occupation or profession, such training will make him 1407
a more efficient worker. Many youths have had fathers 1462
whose experience and advice have been valuable to 1512
Strokes
them. Others have been favored by getting into firms 1566
of high caliber. As a result, they have been in a splendid 1626
environment during their most formative years, and in 1680
so far have had an inestimable advantage in success 1732
training. Many people have the impression that almost 1787
anybody can be a salesman, and that salesmanship does 1841
not require much, if any, special training. The young 1896
man who starts out to sell things on this supposition 1950
will soon find out his mistake. If salesmanship is to be 2008
your vocation, it is worth very serious and very pro- 2060
found and scientific preparation and training. 2108
I know a physician, a splendid fellow, who studied 2159
medicine in a small country medical school where there 2214
was very little material and practically no opportunity 2270
for hospital work. In fact, during his years of prepara- 2326
tion, his experience outside of medical books was very 2381
meager. Since getting his diploma, this man has been 2435
a very hard worker and managed to make a fair living, 2489
but his poor training has condemned him to a modicum 2542
of success, when his natural ability, with a thorough 2596
preparation, would have made him a noted physician. 2649
You cannot afford to enter on your life work indiffer- 2702
ently prepared, half trained. You want to be known as 2757
an expert, as a man of standing, a man who would be 2809
looked up to as an authority, a specialist in his line. 2866
Successful selling of the highest order requires not 2919
only a fine special training, but a good education and 2974
a keen insight into human nature; it also requires re- 3027
sourcefulness, inventiveness, and originality. Yet in sell- 3086
ing, as in every other vocation, there is not a qualifica- 3143
tion needed that cannot be cultivated by any youth of 3197
average ability and intelligence. Success in it, as in 3253
every other business and profession, is merely the tri- 3307
umph of the common virtues and ordinary ability.
— 3355
Adapted from “Selling Things,'’ by Orison Sivett Marden.
[Repeat from the beginning until end of the ten-minute test period.]
January, 1944
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Competent Typist Test
Use double spacing in typing this ten-minute test
(To find the gross number of words you write, divide gross number of strokes by 5; then deduct ten words for
each error to get net words written. Divide this by 10 to determine the net words per minute. The number of
strokes is indicated at the end of each line in order to facilitate counting the gross number of strokes written )
Strokes
My uncle Melik was just about the worst farmer that ever 57
lived. He was too imaginative and poetic for his own good. 118
What he wanted was beauty, and he wanted to plant it and 175
see it grow. I myself planted over one hundred pomegranate 235
trees for my uncle one year. He just liked the idea of plant- 296
ing trees and watching them grow. 331
Only they wouldn’t grow. It was on account of the soil. 389
The soil was desert soil, and it was dry. My uncle waved at 450
the six hundred and eighty acres of desert he had bought and 5ii
he said in the most poetic Armenian anybody ever heard, 567
Here in this awful desolation a garden shall flower, foun- 624
tains of cold water shall bubble out of the earth, and all 683
things of beauty shall come into being. 724
I was the first and only relative to see the land he had 781
bought. He knew I was a poet at heart, and he believed I 839
would understand the magnificent impulse that was driving 897
him to glorious ruin. I did, because I knew as well as he that 961
what he had purchased was worthless desert land. It, was 1018
full of every kind of desert plant that ever sprang out of the 1081
dry, hot earth. It was overrun with prairie dogs, squirrels, 1142
homed toads, snakes, and a variety of smaller forms of life. 1205
The space over this land knew only the presence of hawks 1262
and eagles. My uncle and I got out of the roadster in which 1323
we were driving right in the middle of this land, and began 1383
to walk over the dry earth. My uncle walked slowly, kick- 1440
ing into the dry soil. A horned toad scrambled over the 1497
earth at my uncle’s feet, and he touched my shoulder and 1554
came to a pious halt. The horned toad came to a halt about 1614
three feet away and turned its head. My uncle looked 1668
down at the small animal and asked if it were poison. To 1726
eat, or if it bites you? I asked. Either way, said my uncle. I 1791
sneaked up on the horned toad, then sprang on it while my 1849
uncle looked on. My uncle looked the horned toad straight 1908
in the eye. The horned toad looked my uncle straight in the 1969
eye. For fully half a minute they looked one another in 2026
I
V A
Strokes
the eye and then the homed toad turned its head aside and 2085
looked down at the ground. My uncle sighed with relief. 2143
Well, my uncle said, the first thing I am going to do is to 2203
hire some Mexicans and put them to work. I hope they 2257
don’t have any trouble finding water, I said. 2304
My uncle didn’t get water out of the land until many 2357
months later. He had wells dug all over the place, but no 2416
water came out of the wells. Of course he had motor pumps, 2476
too, but even then no water came out. A water specialist 2534
came out from Texas with his two younger brothers and 2588
they began investigating the land. They told my uncle they 2648
would get water for him. It took three months, and the 2704
water was muddy and there was not much of it. The spe- 2758
cialist told my uncle that matters would improve with time 2817
and then went back to Texas. Now half the land was 2869
cleared and plowed and there was water, so the time had 2925
come to plant. We planted pomegranate trees. They were 2982
of the finest quality and very expensive. We planted about 3042
seven hundred of them and I myself planted a hundred. We 3ioo
had a twenty-acre orchard of trees in the strangest desola- 3158
tion anybody ever saw. It was the loveliest-looking absurd- 3217
ity imaginable, and my uncle was crazy about it. The only 3276
trouble was his money was giving out, and instead of going 3335
ahead and trying to make a garden of the whole six hundred 3394
and eighty acres, he decided to devote all his time and en- 3452
ergy and money to the pomegranate trees. 3494
The water situation didn’t improve with time, either. 3549
Every once in a while there would be a sudden generous 3604
spurt of water containing only a few pebbles and my uncle 3662
would be greatly pleased, but the next day it would be mud- 3720
dy again and there would be only a little trickle. The little 3783
trees fought bravely for life, but they never did get enough 3844
water to come out with any fruit. There were blossoms 3899
after the fourth year, and this was a great triumph for my 3958
uncle. He went out of his head with joy when he saw them. 4018
Nothing much ever came of the blossoms, though
;
they were 4076
very beautiful, but that was about all. That year my uncle 4136
harvested three small pomegranates. I ate one, he ate one, 4196
and we kept the other one up in the office. —Adapted from 4239
"My Name Is Aram,” by William Saroyan.
Printed in U.S.A.
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FEBRUARY, 1947
Competent Typist Test
Use double spacing in typing this lest
(To find the gross number of words you write, divide gross number of strokes by 5 ; then deduct ten
words for each error to get net words written. Divide this by 10 to determine the net words per minute.
The number of strokes is indicated at the end of each line in order to facilitate counting the gross
number of strokes written.)
Strokes
My class stepped out of college into a depression that 55
existed before most of you were born. It was a small 109
depression compared to bigger and better depressions, 163
but it was large enough to interfere seriously with our 219
plans. I hoped that I might get some sort of job in 272
the publishing business. The nearest I could come to 326
it was a job as timekeeper in a construction camp in 379
Montana. It seemed at the time a disappointment. I 432
felt as though something had happened that was going 485
to finish my career before it ever got started. But as time 546
went on, I became, so much interested in construction 599
work that I seriously considered staying with it. As 653
I look back on those few months I spent in Montana I 706
have always felt, from the standpoint of health, from 760
the point of view of self-confidence, from the point of 816
view of knowing something about people, men of the 867
type that I had had no chance to meet before, it was 920
one of the most useful experiences of my whole life. 974
So, even though at first you do not find exactly what 1028
you want or what you think you want, almost any kind 1081
of experience that comes to you in your first months 1134
after college, if you work at it and try to make the most 1192
of it, is likely to be helpful in the long run. 1241
An eminent surgeon remarked: “Surgery is only 1288
about twenty per cent cutting
;
the other eighty per cent 1345
is sewing and tying knots.” Every occupation combines 1400
a relatively small amount of high-spot activity with a 1455
large amount of necessary routine. In advertising, the i5ii
degree of monotony is rather less than in some other 1564
/;
fields. For example, the advertising agency with which
I have the honor to be .associated helps to sell products
as large and costly as electric furnaces and automobiles,
as small as loaves of bread and five-cent cigars. We
have a part not in one business only but in dozens of
the enterprises that serve the complex needs of modern
life. We dwell on the border line between business and
the professions. On one hand we deal with the chief
executives of many corporations. On the other we deal
with writers, artists, actors, musicians. We have the
privilege of friendships with men in many industries,
and we enjoy also a certain entree into the realm of
letters and publishing, the theater and art.
But the advertising agency is only one part of the
field of advertising, as you know. There are advertis-
ing men and women who are out-and-out salesmen;
they sell advertising space for newspapers, magazines,
billboards, street cars, and advertising time on the
radio. There are advertising men and women who are
executives; their primary function is not to create ad-
vertising but to supervise the work of creative people,
and to be responsible for the expenditure of large adver-
tising budgets. There are advertising workers who are
engaged wholly in research, in the study of channels
and methods of merchandising. There are writers, ar-
tists, photographers, typographers, electrotypers; there
are musicians and playwrights. Even so small an or-
ganization as our own includes, in addition to all of
these, graduate librarians, graduate engineers, a theat-
rical producer, a domestic-science expert, a practical
cook, and, on part time, a consulting psychologist and
a woman physician. This gives you a glimpse of the
scope of the business. It employs and rewards talent of
many kinds. — From the discussion of Advertising by Bruce
Barton, in “Choosing a Career
1 Repeat from the beginning until end of the ten-minute test period.]
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